
Speaking Critically 1XII

Unit Theme Language functions Intercultural competence Critical thinking skills Conversation skills and etiquette

Unit 1
A good beginning is 
half done
P1

Start of 
college life

  Striking up a conversation with a stranger
  Introducing oneself or someone else and 
   responding to an introduction
  Asking for and giving an explanation

  Recognizing people’s cultural 
identities via verbal and nonverbal cues

  Starting intercultural interactions from
   peripheral topics

  Identifying priority in college by examining must-dos in the first week
  Evaluating your social competence by examining traits of social awkwardness 
  Comparing and contrasting high school and college education

How to start a conversation

Unit 2
Learn the ropes at 
your college
P17

Orientation 
program

  Asking for and giving an opinion
  Stating a preference
  Making a comparison

  Reducing cultural uncertainty by 
merging with the local community

  Enriching intercultural experience 
by learning varying rules and 
practices across cultures

  Generating survival tips for a successful freshman year 
  Examining assumptions about university education based on information 
gathered from a small-scale survey

  Evaluating personal growth according to standards

How to keep a conversation going

Unit 3
Time flies, but you 
are the pilot
P33

Time 
management

  Describing a problem 
  Asking for and giving advice

  Understanding concepts of time in 
different cultures

  Developing intercultural friendships 
through discussion of time management 
problems 

  Clarifying and analyzing priorities in life through comparison and reasoning
  Developing dialectic reasoning through analyzing the productive and 
nonproductive use of time 

  Generating solutions to time management problems, such as procrastination

How to make an interesting conversation

Unit 4
A penny saved is a 
penny earned
P53

Finance 
management

  Discussing solutions to a problem
  Accepting advice
  Showing sympathy

  Exploring diverse consumption 
values across cultures 

  Finding survival gimmicks in a host 
culture

  Comparing perspectives by weighing the pros and cons of taking part-time 
jobs for college students and giving pocket money to children

  Evaluating money management competence based on given criteria
  Developing perspective by comparing different attitudes toward money

How to end a conversation

Unit 5
A different language 
is a different vision 
of life
P71

Academic 
performance

  Expressing negative feelings
  Providing comfort and reassurance
  Expressing good wishes

  Comparing college admission 
systems in China and the US

  Exploring the cultural significance 
of acquiring a new language

  Identifying common mistakes in the use of language learning strategies 
through a small scale survey

  Analyzing the purposes and benefits of learning a foreign language
  Examining assumptions underlining language learning behaviors

How to take an active part in a conversation

Unit 6
Bread is the staff of 
life
P89

Food and 
dining 
etiquette

  Extending, accepting and declining 
invitations

  Interrupting someone politely

  Learning about diverse cuisine styles 
across cultures 

  Learning to appreciate cultural 
differences in food customs

  Analyzing the cultural influences in the formation of local food styles
  Evaluating the impact of fast food on Chinese food culture
  Exploring the implications and significance of food legends in culture

How to keep a pleasant dinner table 
conversation

Unit 7
Making the most of 
your university life
P105

Student clubs 
and services

  Talking about activity plans (focus     
  on the steps in planning an activity)
  Getting people interested and 
showing interest

  Bringing other people into the 
conversation

  Understanding student internship in 
the global context

  Adopting collaborative strategies in 
intercultural interactions to solve a 
common problem

  Analyzing reasons for joining student clubs and societies
  Evaluating criteria for joining student clubs and organizations
  Interpreting the value of volunteering in terms of the benefits to others and to  
oneself

How to turn small talk into a conversation

Unit 8
Life is not merely 
being alive, 
but being well
P121 

Health   Describing illness
  Expressing worries and concerns

  Enhancing intercultural friendship 
by doing something nice without 
being asked

  Revealing commitment to intercultural 
friendship by sharing constructive 
advice and offering help

  Identifying and analyzing stress management techniques
  Developing fair-mindedness by comparing the differences between Chinese 
and Western medicine

  Examining the impact of genetic testing and questioning if scientific advances 
are always beneficial for the well-being of humankind

How to change the subject in a conversation

Map of the book
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Unit 9
Sport is human life 
in microcosm
P137

Sports   Making a suggestion
  Responding to a suggestion 
  Expressing certainty or uncertainty

  Distinguishing sporting identities 
across cultures

  Recognizing cultural diversity in 
physical activity and fitness training

  Identifying connections between popular sports, the personalities of the 
individuals who play them, and the cultures in which they are practiced

  Clarifying and analyzing the meaning of good sportsmanship
  Exploring the social function of sport in educating and empowering children

How to be a good listener in a conversation

Unit 10
Life is pleasure 
with friendship to 
treasure
P151

Friendship   Asking for information 
  Giving information
  Expressing an opinion

  Recognizing cultural differences in 
friendship

  Practicing the conventions of 
friendship in accordance with 
cultural traditions

  Clarifying and analyzing the meaning of friendship
  Generating solutions to friendship problems 
  Exercising fair-mindedness by analyzing the pros and cons of Internet 
friendship

How to use eye contact in a conversation

Unit 11
When hearts are 
filled with love and 
happiness
P169 

Holidays and 
festivals

  Expressing pleasure and happiness 
  Expressing likes and dislikes

  Acquiring new knowledge of a 
culture and cultural practices 
regarding holidays and festivals

  Developing the ability to interpret 
food from another culture and to 
relate it to a cultural practice from 
your own.

  Identifying perspectives underlying opinions on the importance of festivals 
  Generating tips for coping with post-holiday blues
  Exercising fair-mindedness by analyzing the pros and cons of celebrating 
Western festivals in China

How to give and take turns naturally in a 
conversation

Unit 12
Fashion is my passion, 
style is my life
P185 

Fashion   Expressing knowledge of something
  Expressing ignorance of something 
  Paying and responding to a compliment 

  Identifying the cultural and social 
meanings of fashion

  Understanding cultural differences 
in responses to compliments

  Analyzing and defining your clothing personality type according to given criteria
  Evaluating one’s style choices (e.g. awkward experiences in dressing 
improperly, fashion mistakes)

  Clarifying and analyzing the meanings of fashion and style

How to have a good conversation

Unit 13
There’s more to 
shopping than just 
buying stuff
P203

Shopping   Agreeing or disagreeing
  Filling hesitation pauses while 
looking for a forgotten word or 
phrase

  Learning attitudinal and strategic 
differences in bargaining across 
cultures

  Understanding personal and cultural 
values in gift-giving behaviors 
across cultures

  Analyzing the factors that affect people’s buying behavior
  Assessing online shopping from different perspectives
  Explaining how advertisements influence people’s buying behavior

How to hesitate in a conversation

Unit 14
Where there is a 
family, there is love
P221 

Family 
relations

  Asking for clarification
  Expressing approval or disapproval

  Identifying relational intimacy 
through kinship terminology across 
cultures

  Communicating care and love via 
nonverbal behaviors in diverse 
cultures

  Clarifying the concepts of family values
  Comparing different types of parent-child relationships
  Developing perspective by exploring different views of generation gap

What blunders to avoid in a conversation

Unit 15
Walking ten 
thousand miles 
P239 

Traveling   Enquiring about and giving reasons
  Enquiring and talking about a future 
plan 

  Repeating or restating what you have 
just said

  Developing skills of cultural 
   discovery by traveling
  Understanding culturally unique 
values underlining the choice of 
travel modes

  Clarifying and analyzing the differences between a tourist and a traveler
  Distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts through designing a handbook of 
tips for foreign visitors to China  

  Developing fair-mindedness by evaluating the pros and cons of independent travel

How to use body language in a conversation

Appendix P257
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